I Feel Like I’m the Sucka
In the streets there are no more unspoken codes and consequences
sending shots for thirty days and for thirty nights
no longer showcases the realm of rock-solid defenses
today selling your soul is the highlight of most offenses –
alleged hood bosses are constantly going left
you know it’s bad when the mirrors stop reflecting
the streets should never talk guns and routes in a league of refs –
today the game is unnecessarily policing their own
Victoria Secret panty wearing motha fucka’s
playing who want to be a millionaire while running marathons
in a field of rats racing for informant thrones –
see I respect individuals who respect their choices
not lames who fail victim to their weaknesses and inner voices
see solid official bossed up bosses don’t talk period
knowing lawyers and the feds loves wet pussy –
personally I have never been interviewed or debriefed
so nothing about me is undercover
I solute bossed that’s official across the board
we’re dam near extinct for fucking with suckers –
Peep game speaking the truth (not condoning or promoting anything), corruption is clearly not limited
to any one realm, hood, race or culture. In any investigation if anyone attempts or requests to interview you,
simply respectfully decline any and all interview or debriefing requests and immediately request legal counsel.
Do not say or sign anything.
The mentioned stance legally should end all investigative attempts until you have your proper legal
representation. Complete silence is always your best defense. In most cases even your lawyers being they are
officers of the court and their open and closed relations with that fraternity, even your counsel is on a need-toknow basis.
It takes two to converse period. The feds, homicide, etc. will never approach you or bring you anywhere to
give you info. You are not that slick nor are they that slow. If they approach bottom line they are seeking to
finalized what they feel they partially know.
If your paperwork doesn’t add up to your conversations one must hear what you may say. However one must
have more respect for their instincts and gut feelings and what you’re not saying. There is no in-between.
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